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I am a senior software engineer with diverse technical and business skills. I compete in and often win
hackathons, have worked at companies as notable as Microsoft and Adobe, took my own startup through
Techstars Boulder, and regularly build new projects for fun and profit. My work often involves web scraping,
data mining, or wearable computing. I have over a decade of experience on the Microsoft stack in addition
to several years of Node.JS and Ruby on Rails. My creations have won plenty of awards, including over 15
hackathon wins and plenty of other competitions. I am also experienced at presenting in professional and
entertainment contexts. I am currently a senior growth engineer at Adobe in San Francisco, additionally
creating Google Glass apps and AllThePeople.net for fun. Open to exciting new opportunities.
On the side I volunteer at the historic Great Star Theater in San Francisco's Chinatown, assisting in front-ofhouse management, marketing, building restorations, and occasionally stage managing. I'm also a lead
volunteer at a 25,000-person annual convention in Atlanta. I love helping put on awesome events and
contributing to people having unforgettable experiences.
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more details at
http://rog.gy/exp

Languages C# and .NET (10+ years), Ruby on Rails (2 years), Python (1 year), NodeJS (4 years)
Web frontend HTML, JS, CSS/LESS, jQuery, responsive design
Web backend ASP.NET, NodeJS Express, OAuth, REST API’s, distributed data processing
Cloud platforms AWS (Lambda, EC2, SQS, S3, DynamoDB, SNS, etc), Microsoft Azure, Heroku
Mobile platforms Xamarin Android (Mono for Android), Google Glass, mobile/responsive web
Areas of expertise Web scraping, social data mining, wearables, Voice-over-IP (Asterisk, Voxeo, Twilio)
Event Management Performance theater, circus assistant, gaming conventions, marketing, ticketing
AllThePeople.net SEO-optimized social media data mining (AWS, .NET, NodeJS Lamda)
GlassPrompter The premier Google Glass Teleprompter (Xamarin, Android)
Office Ribbon for Web A very popular open source web Office Ribbon component (HTML, CSS, JS)
Insultron Automated prank call system, Woz-approved: http://rog.gy/wozprank (Twilio)
CatFacts Prank texting system that gained internet notoriety a few years ago (Twilio)
Ark (freelance) Social data mining platform (Heroku, NodeJS)
FacialNetwork NameTag (freelance) Face recognition for Google Glass (NodeJS, Java, Android)
CreepShield (freelance) Face recognition to identify sex offenders on dating sites (NodeJS)
Karmaloop (freelance) Urban clothing ecommerce (ASP.NET, HTML, CSS)
Senior Software Engineer, Growth and Engagement at Adobe
2015 – Present
I lead growth for Adobe "Project M", a suite of iOS and web apps for casual creators. I combine NodeJS and
Python engineering with experiment-driven development and a growth hacker mindset.
Full Stack Engineer at Hired
2014 – 2015
One of the first 10 engineers at this groundbreaking developer-centric job marketplace. As a full-stack
engineer I coded the main Rails app and built out analytics to track our complex inbound pipeline.
Co-founder and CTO of Augur (Techstars Boulder 2013)
2012 – 2013
Created the data mining backend which spidered personal data, which was combined with machine learning
to automatically personalize websites, optimizing the experience for each user to maximize conversions.
Software Development Engineer, Windows Phone Application Platform Team at Microsoft
2010 – 2011
Implemented various Silverlight controls for the Windows Phone 7 Developer SDK. Created a developer
library for phone push notifications. Developed a prize-winning RSS Reader application.
Software Engineer, Convergence Development Team at Yahoo!
2008 – 2009
Built a web-based channel guide for AT&T with an advanced AJAX-powered front-end optimized for IE6.

